DEPARTMENT 67 – FLORICULTURE

* All specimens must be natural foliage on the flower stem except for scapes (leafless flower stalks like day lily).
* Must have own foliage accompanying the flower.
* Reference the 4-H Bulletin 4-H1337 available at the MSU Montcalm Extension office.
* In order to maintain attractive exhibits, exhibitors should replace flowers during fair week with other like flowers.
* Specifications for cut flowers, all classes except Gladiolus: over 3 ½ inches diameter to have three (3) flowers with foliage attached.
* Cut flowers may be of different colors.

DIVISION 1 – CUT FLOWERS

Class #
6700 Exhibit of Annual
6701 Exhibit of Perennial
6702 Dahlia
6703 Gladiolus (best specimen bloom)

DIVISION 2 – POTTED PLANTS

Class #
6704 House Plants – Flowering (one best plant)
6705 House Plant – Foliage (one best plant)
6706 Indoor Bulbs, corns, tubers, etc. (one best plant)
6707 Dish Garden, Terrariums, Tubers, etc. (one pot)
6708 Propagation of 3 – 5 rootings showing plant growth and properly labeled

DIVISION 3 – ARRANGEMENTS

Class #
6709 Flower Arrangement – Home Grown Flowers
6710 Flower Arrangement – Purchased Flowers
6711 Flower Arrangement – Artificial Flowers
6712 Flower Arrangement – Dried Plant Materials
6713 Flower Arrangement – Wild Flowers

DIVISION 4 – OTHER

Class #
6714 Corsage – Live Flowers
6715 Corsage – Dried and Artificial Flowers
6716 Plaque made from dried materials
6717 Ornamentals (trees, shrubs, etc.)
6718 Labeled Pressed Flowers
6719 Arrangements using Wild Flowers
6720 Educational Exhibit

DIVISION 5 – LANDSCAPING and YOUR LAWN

Class #
6721 Home Landscape – Before and after pictures of work completed or other educational exhibit such as a sketch or scale model.
6722 Educational Exhibit on Lawn Management